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Call for Timetable IT Manager
RailNetEurope (RNE) is an association of European Infrastructure Managers (IMs) and Allocation Bodies (AB) with the common goal of facilitating international traffic on the European
rail infrastructure and increasing the efficiency of the IM’s/AB’s processes. A key element
for facilitating access to the European rail network is a harmonised timetabling process for
international train path requests. Today RNE counts 34 Full Members from 25 different
countries and 10 Associate Members (the Rail Freight Corridors). It is RNE’s role to
continuously improve and further develop this process.
Along with the ongoing work on implementing measures for a better harmonisation of the
international timetabling process, RNE (in cooperation with FTE and the support of ERFA)
has started the project ‘Redesign of the international timetabling process’ (TTR). The
objectives are: clear market orientation, greater reliability, improved commitment to the
international timetabling process by all parties involved, greater efficiency in terms of
capacities and resources in order to avoid duplication of planning and/or work, and a larger
rail market share thanks to a better use of existing track capacity.
RNE operates several timetabling-related IT applications such as the PCS, TCR and ITNDB.
In this context RNE is looking for a Timetable IT Manager who shall, as a part of the Timetable IT and PCS team, support the development of an IT infrastructure, to facilitate the
implementation of a harmonised timetabling process at European level. Please find more
information regarding RNE and the RNE IT systems under www.rne.eu and
www.rne.eu/it/rne-it-tools.
Interested candidates are kindly asked to contact the RNE CIO Harald Reisinger
(harald.reisinger@rne.eu) by 28 March 2019.
Candidates should ideally be available from April 2019 (later start is possible).

The minimum yearly gross salary is EUR 60.000,- (full time – 40h/week).

Responsibilities
» Supporting the activities related to the definition of the future International Timetabling
IT Landscape
» Responsibility for the definition and subsequent implementation of defined modules as
required in the International Timetabling IT Landscape
» Responsibility for the definition and BigData integration to other RNE application
» Supporting PCS and TCR activities and coordinating the demand management
regarding PCS, TCR and related systems
» Supporting TCR activities
» User and demand management for Timetable IT
» Contact person for members and customers concerning relevant interfaces
» Organising training courses for users throughout Europe
» Representing RNE and providing support for international IT development projects at
European level
» Ensuring the active connection between IT and timetabling-related processes
» Contributing to activities related to financing, funding, tenders, and other administrative
issues

Qualifications & Skills
» Extensive project management experience
» Experience in leading development projects
» Excellent communication and support skills with the ability to work well in a team
environment
» Good knowledge in IT architecture
» Good knowledge in SW development assessment
» Very good knowledge in data exchange technology (Web Services and XML)
» Knowledge of relational database
» Good knowledge of IT support processes and procedures (e.g. ITIL)
» Very good English language skills at negotiation level (B2)
» Ability to work in an international context
» Willingness to occasionally undertake international business trips
» Well organised, precise, ability to work in a fast-paced change environment
» Proactive and persevering
» Used to working under time pressure

Tasks may change depending on the objectives and the organisation of the association as
decided by the RNE General Assembly.
GDPR note:
Your job application requires submission of personal information to RNE. According to our
internal rules the RNE Managing Board shall appoint the staff of the Joint Office in Vienna. As an
association of more than 30 companies around Europe, RNE members provide their funding and
are involved in its operations. With this said we inform all job applicants about the above

particularities. Therefore, RNE human resources personnel (or HR agency on its behalf) and RNE
management considering your application and RNE members will have access to your personal
information included in your CV.
This is our way to find a balance between transparency in our organisation and your privacy.
Thus, the applicants are explicitly asked to consent to this and with the submission of your job
application we consider you agree and give an explicit consent on the above distributions of your
CV to the RNE Managing Board members and the GA representatives.
In other words, by submitting your application, you consent to the processing of your personal
data in the above way, and if hired, to the ongoing processing of your personal data for
administrative purposes in connection with your employment.

